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Charge

The Finance and Budget Modeling Task Force will create a new budget 
model that is transparent, data-driven, supports entrepreneurship and 
innovation, and aligns resources needed for our strategic mission, vision 
and themes. In addition to assessing our current financial practices, this task 
force will develop strategies to optimize our financial resources and our 
expenditures by adopting best financial practices.

FINANCE AND BUDGET MODELING TASK FORCE



Where does our Revenue come from? 

FY 2018 Budgeted Revenue

State Appropriations $130.3 
24.7%

($13.7M of this is for Benefits –
Group Insurance; $16.5M is for 

Benefits – Retirement and Social 
Security)

Statutory Tuition, Net
$31.9 6.1%

(Net of TPEG)

Other Tuition and Fees, Net $157.3 
29.9%

State Sponsored Programs (Primarily 
Student Aid) $31.0 5.9%

(TPEG)

Federal Sponsored Programs 
(PELL) $46.0 8.7%

Gifts, Endowment & Interest 
Income $20.4 3.9%

Federal Sponsored Programs 
(G&C) $48.9 9.3%

Local Govt & Private Sponsored 
Programs (G&C) $6.7 1.3%

Net Auxiliary Enterprise, Sales & Service & 
Other $54.0 10.3%
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Given the majority of 
UTSA revenue 
available for budget 
allocation is influenced 
by Enrollment and 
Student Success 
activities (tuition and 
formula funding), there 
are significant overlaps 

BUDGET TASKFORCE CONNECTIONS TO OTHER TASKFORCES



Budget Redesign Began with Diagnostic Review 

• Huron Consulting provided these insights into our 

current state of our Incremental Budgeting Model

• Opaque budgeting process

• Misaligned incentives

• Systems and reporting challenges

• People resources and capability gaps 



Budget Redesign Began with Diagnostic Review 

• Huron Consulting provided these insights into our current 

state of our financial operations

• Healthy balance sheet but declining operating performance

• Reserves covering shortfalls 

• Weakening financial ratios trending

• Expense analysis to peers – Instructional expenses below peers 

• Institutional support cost higher than peers



Budget Redesign Began with Diagnostic Review 



Budget Redesign Began with Diagnostic Review 

Expense Analysis: Academic Support and Institutional Support



Common Themes for Redesign - Value Drivers

Change the nature of decision making and 

increase transparency

Promote incentives and grow revenue

Move to a data-driven approach

Guiding Principles Developed by UTSA in 2017

• Align resources with institutional priorities (supporting students as that is part of our institutional policies, priorities)

• Support the decision-making process with reliable data and analysis

• Improve budget transparency

• Incentivize revenue growth and cost effectiveness

• Improve fiscal accountability and management of resources

• Evaluate budget process periodically and adjust as necessary



Budget Model Redesigns provided by Huron Consulting 



Traditional vs. Strategic Budgeting: Budget Evolution

Inventory of anticipated expenditures

Mechanism to control expenditures

Independent activity performed by 

department managers

Backroom operation performed by 

accountants

Spreadsheet indicating resource 

availability

Performance measures that reset

annually

Plan for developing resources

Prioritization of resource allocations for 

strategic initiatives

Explanation of the internal economy

Mechanism to create institutional incentives

Tool to empower departments to engage in 

entrepreneurial activities

Predictor of annual financial statements

Baseline measure of accountability

Traditional Budgeting Strategic Budgeting



UTSA Budget Redesign Timeline

• Budget and Finance Taskforce began in Oct. 2017. 

• Huron Consulting partner performed Diagnostic Financial and 

Budget review. Completed Dec. 2017.

• Huron partners with UTSA to enter redesign phase of budget, 

working with taskforce, steering committee and deans to gathering 

design concepts for various models with multiple choices on 

drivers and allocations.



UTSA Budget Redesign Timeline, cont.

• Holding meetings with stakeholders in spring of 2018 to view 

alternative models and shape decisions towards a new model.

• FY19 budget year to run parallel budget model (incremental and 

new model). 

• Evaluate during parallel timeframe for modifications to FY 20.

• Consult with all colleges, other major divisions for effective use of 

new model, incentivizing revenue and controlling costs. 



UTSA Budget Redesign Process

Work with stakeholders and taskforce to review models & concepts

Engage stakeholders, use feedback to refine models

Create infrastructure (system reporting) FY 20 ready

Implement parallel budgets FY19

Model will evolve over time; will base degrees of implementation upon 

institutional priorities and evaluation of direction/values. 



15

Alternative Budget Models Reviewed – No model selected yet

Draft for discussion purposes
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Guiding Principles Developed by UTSA in 2017

▪ Align resources with institutional priorities 

(supporting students as that is part of our 

institutional policies, priorities)

▪ Support the decision-making process with reliable 

data and analysis

▪ Improve budget transparency

▪ Incentivize revenue growth and cost effectiveness

▪ Improve fiscal accountability and management of 

resources

▪ Evaluate budget process periodically and adjust 

as necessary

INCREMENTAL 

BUDGETING



Budgeting Alternatives: Pros and Cons

Common Budgeting Models

Incremental Budgeting Formula Funding

B
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 Consistent treatment of budgets over time

 Simple to understand and facilitate

 Provides equity across units

 Maximizes central flexibility

 Provides an objective method for making budget 

decisions

 Uses readily available data

 Easy to understand

 Success is easy to measure
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 Requires stability of funding and consistent priorities

 Needs periodic “re-basing” to ensure base does not 

become an entitlement

 Encourages spending to maintain budget

 Incentive to increase size, not increase quality

 Difficult to differentiate among local unit business 

models (e.g. student type, research)

 Accounting for local unit factors increases model 

complexity

The use of hybrid models reflects the reality that each model comes with its own set of benefits and considerations.

Institutional culture, organizational complexity, mission, and systems capabilities are all factors 

that should be considered when determining a university’s optimal budget model.



Budgeting Alternatives: Pros and Cons

The use of hybrid models reflects the reality that each model comes with its own set of benefits and considerations.

Institutional culture, organizational complexity, mission, and systems capabilities are all factors 

that should be considered when determining a university’s optimal budget model.

Common Budgeting Models

Performance Funding Incentive-Based Models
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 Focus placed on achievement of university mission

 Productivity data is used

 Encourages planning

 Rewards high-performing units

 Promotes entrepreneurship / revenue growth

 Encourages efficient operation of administrative service 

units

 Aligns revenues and costs

 Facilitates conversations about priorities

C
o

n
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id
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ra
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n
s  Difficult to account for differences in quality of inputs 

and/or may sacrifice quality of outputs

 Poor performance may lead to a “downward spiral” 

 Units may experience time lag between decision and 

results

 Requires strong central and local unit leadership

 Criticized for replacing academic with financial focus

 Without adequate transparency, academic collaboration 

hampered

 May require additional infrastructure to support financial 

management





UTSA Budget Redesign Outcomes expected

• Aligns budgetary authority with responsibility and accountability

• Focuses necessary and proper attention on revenues and 
revenue development

• Fosters entrepreneurship, and rewards departmental efforts

• Encourages efficient and competitive administrative services

• Identifies the true nature of internal subsidiaries

• Translates strategic goals into management and operating plans 

• Optimizes incentives with the potential to create win-win 
opportunities across entire institution



Questions?



After today, we welcome your comments or questions at:

initiatives@utsa.edu

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION





Presidential Initiative Town Halls

Student Success

Monday, March 19 | 4:00 – 5:30 p.m. | Denman Room, UC 2.01.28 | Main Campus 

Thursday, March 22 | 4:00 – 5:30 p.m. | Frio Street Building, FS 1.512 | Downtown Campus 

Strategic Enrollment

Monday, March 19 | 4:00 – 5:30 p.m. | Aula Canaria, BVB 1.328 | Downtown Campus

Monday, March 26 | 3:00 – 4:30 p.m. | Retama Auditorium, UC 2.02.02  | Main Campus

Finance & Budget Modeling

Tuesday, March 27 | 1:30 – 3:00 p.m. | Retama Auditorium, UC 2.02.02  | Main Campus

Wednesday, March 28 | 3:00 – 4:30 p.m. | Frio Street Building, FS 1.512 | Downtown Campus


